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Ireland - A European Distribution Solution
Europe ranks as the second largest market in the global asset management industry, managing 33% of the estimated EUR 41 trillion
global mutual funds’ assets at the end of 2016. Furthermore, the European market is open to the rest of the world and can be accessed
through a variety of Irish domiciled fund structures benefitting from a European passport.
Irish domiciled funds lend themselves to a wide variety of asset classes including; private equity, hedge funds, real estate and infrastructure
funds, loan and other credit funds, hybrid and equity funds. These funds are marketed not only within Europe but globally. Ireland’s EU
membership, the range of regulated funds that it offers, a zero direct tax environment for funds, low corporation tax for service providers,
strong regulatory environment and Ireland’s highly-skilled English speaking workforce makes it a European domicile of choice for global
asset managers.

European Passports
The Irish regulatory regime generally offers global managers two regulated products, namely UCITS and Alternative Investment Funds
(AIFs). Both products have European passports under the UCITS Directive and the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive
respectively. UCITS is the gold standard regulated retail fund product of choice. Traditional and alternative liquid strategies can generally
be housed in a UCITS. The UCITS space continues to see significant traction with global institutional investors seeking a liquid alternative
strategy in a regulated vehicle. Ireland’s AIF product is typically used for professional investors and has no portfolio or leverage restrictions
making it an extremely flexible product.
Managers can gain access to these marketing passports in a number of ways. It is possible to domicile an AIF or UCITS in Ireland and
other EU Member States. In this regard, it is worth noting that a significant market has emerged whereby managers can effectively rent
an existing Irish management company for a standalone product or “plug and play” on an existing UCITS or AIF platform by establishing
a discrete sub-fund. This can significantly mitigate the perceived regulatory burden and initial cost for managers entering the European
regulated space for the first time. Other options include redomiciling offshore funds, whist retaining investors and track records or indeed
establishing Irish AIFs to invest in offshore funds, subject to certain restrictions.

NPPRs
The marketing of fund products in Europe outside of the UCITS and AIFMD marketing passports is possible through national private
placement regimes (NPPRs) and reverse solicitation. The European NPPRs landscape can be difficult for managers and distributors to
navigate as each Member State has its own individual requirements, with NPPRs being unworkable in some member states. The future of
NPPRs is uncertain. The indication at the time of implementation of AIFMD was that NPPRs would be phased out in 2018; however this
is likely to remain an open question for some time due to geo-political challenges in Europe. Reverse solicitation falls outside AIFMD but
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presents risks as it is difficult to manage the downstream distribution network and is generally not a sustainable marketing strategy. An
EU domiciled AIF or UCITS effectively removes this uncertainty and provides a viable and sustainable distribution strategy for managers
seeking to access Europe.

The ICAV
When establishing a fund in Ireland, the Irish vehicle of choice is the Irish Collective Asset-management Vehicle (ICAV). Since its introduction
in March 2015 the ICAV has established itself as the default structure for Irish Investment funds, across all strategies and assets classes
in both the UCITS and AIF space. The ICAV is a corporate vehicle tailored specifically for Irish investment funds and benefits from the
favourable Irish tax regime applicable to Irish regulated funds. In addition, while not transparent for Irish legal or tax purposes the ICAV is
an eligible entity for US federal income tax purposes meaning that it can file a “check-the-box” election to be treated as a tax transparent
partnership or a “disregarded entity” for US federal tax purposes, making it attractive for US taxable investors. ICAVs may be set up as
parallel funds to offshore structures, such as Cayman structures for managers looking for offshore and onshore fund solutions for their
investors. This can be achieved by offering side by side onshore and offshore vehicles in combined structures.
A master/feeder ICAV structure permits a combination of transparent and opaque/blocker funds to suit the needs of US taxable investors
seeking tax transparency for US federal income tax purposes but at the same time retaining the structure’s ability to access Europe. As
part of a global master-feeder structure, the ICAV can offer the “onshore” EU funds which can avail of the AIFMD marketing passport
for distribution in the EEA and the “offshore” funds in parallel investment opportunities to US and global investors. This master/feeder
structure can offer a global distribution solution for managers.
Please contact the Walkers Ireland office team if you are considering raising capital in Europe.
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The information contained in this advisory is necessarily brief and general in nature and does not constitute legal or taxation advice. Appropriate legal or
other professional advice should be sought for any specific matter.

